October 2, 2018 was the 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi, the legendary leader who led India's struggle for freedom and espoused the principles of non-violence, truth, and peaceful coexistence. To commemorate this special day, the Institute for South Asia Studies at UC Berkeley is organizing a series of lectures by scholars who will speak about the influence of Gandhi on their work and the relevance of his ideas and teachings in the contemporary world.

JANAKI BAKHLE
GANDHI, SAVARKAR & THE MUSLIM QUESTION
Wed, Oct 2, 2019 5-7 p.m.

AISHWARY KUMAR
CAN THE PEOPLE RULE? GANDHI, DIGNITY, & RESENTMENT
Tue, Nov 12, 2019 5-7 p.m.

KARUNA MANTENA
GANDHIAN SATYAGRAHA & DEMOCRATIC POLITICS
Fri, Mar 6, 2020 4-6 p.m.

ALL TALKS IN 10 STEPHENS HALL, UC BERKELEY